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In a world where permanent evolution is the key to success,
Wavestone's mission is to enlighten and partner with business leaders
in their most critical decisions.

Tier one clients
leaders in their industry

3,100 professionals
across 8 countries

Among the leading independent
consultancies in Europe,
n°1 in France

Paris | London | New York | Hong Kong | Singapore* | Dubai* | São Paulo*
Luxembourg | Madrid* | Milan* | Brussels | Geneva | Casablanca | Istanbul* | Edinburgh
Lyon | Marseille | Nantes
* Partners
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An independent leader in

cybersecurity

⁄ Cloud & Next-gen
security

Innovative
& Maker

⁄ Digital Identity

⁄ Risk management
& Compliance

Unlock
innovation
with trust

⁄ Financial Services

Core-business
partner

⁄ Manufacturing &
Industry 4.0
⁄ IoT & Smart
Products

A team of 500+
cybersecurity
consultants & experts
serving 1000+ clients

Sectorial benchmark

⁄ C-levels

Trusted
& Expert

⁄ Incident Response

⁄ Ethical hacking
US | UK | FR | BE | SW | LUX | HK

CISO & Startups
radar

Cyberlab
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Threats overview

CYBER-ATTACKS IN FRANCE

BENCHMARK

A vision fueled by our incident response field feedback

Analysis of

40

major
cyber-attacks

that led to the interruption of business activities
or severe compromises of the IS

Among the largest French companies
and institutions
›

Industry

›

Information technology

›

Public sector

›

Finance

›

Retail

›

Services
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The incentive of financial gain, the main driver for cyber criminals
Distribution of security incidents by attacker motivation

43% financial gain

34% Data theft

Including 36% by ransomware attacks
and 7% by fraud

Business data (e.g. customer contact
details, bank data...) and technical data
(e.g. list of user accounts)

4% Image damage
Website defacement, account theft on
social networks

4% Gains in attack ability
Misappropriating information or resources to conduct an
attack on another target

15% Undetermined
Despite the attack, the attacker's
motivations could not be identified (attack
abandoned, interrupted, systems
compromised without further action...)
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Very heterogeneous detection capabilities among the large companies
supported

167
days

BENCHMARK

Average time elapsed between
an intrusion and its detection

But still...

50%

of companies
the intrusion
two days

detect
within

35%

of
companies
only
detect the intrusion
within 6 to 9 months

6 years

the
maximum
delay
observed between the start
of an attack and its
detection by one of the
companies in the panel....
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More than 50% of the attackers do not have advanced technical skills
BENCHMARK

What types of threat?

65%

opportunistic threats

: often not
highly technical; does not target a particular organisation, so if
one is more secure than another, attackers will move on to
throw themselves at the easiest prey.

30%

Which attacker profiles?

targeted threats

: targets sensitive
and precise information in the organisation. The attackers are
mandated with a clear objective. They make all the means
available to achieve their goals.

5% diffuse threats

: corresponds to the usual
virus infections or spam; does not target a particular
organization and has a limited effect on the IS: denial of
service, loss of user data....

21%

Established organisations
e.g. mafia group developing its own
offensive tools to carry out its
attacks

26%

Groups of individuals
e.g. team of pirates capable of
implementing an offensive
methodology using market tools

26%

Cybercriminals
e.g. individual purchasing off-the-shelf
piracy services

17%

Script kiddies
e.g. students reusing operating codes and
public tools

8%

Insiders
e.g. Malicious collaborators
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The same entry gates are regularly used by the attackers
BENCHMARK

1 in 3 cases
1 in 10 cases
The attacker infiltrated the
IS by exploiting an
exposed RDP service
RDP is a standard mechanism for remote
access to computer systems

The attacker exploited
a vulnerable web
application

1 in 10 cases
The attacker infiltrated the
SI through a spearphishing

100% of web applications are vulnerable
according to Wavestone's benchmark
audit (wavestone.com)

A spear-phishing is a targeted phishing: it
targets a specific company or group of
users

‣ Insufficient technical traces

In 20% of cases, it was not possible to identify the
intrusion vector:

‣ Decommissioned or destroyed systems
‣ Lack of local resources
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End users: the cornerstone for attack detection
BENCHMARK

Breakdown by source of detection of security incidents

44%

26%

20%

7%
3%
Collaborators

Cybersecurity
detection service

Visible
business
impact

Law
enforcement

Media
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Teams to manage the crisis resolution
BENCHMARK

12

people on
average

440

people at most

Of which

25%

are service
providers on
average

How long does it take to return to a normal technical situation?
1 week
For "simple" ransomware (i.e. without propagation)

3,5 weeks
For an attack or ransomworm that has destroyed a significant part of the information system

And at least 6 weeks for a healthy reconstruction, with two key actions:
Reconstruction of the IS's trusted core to switch to a new healthy environment over a weekend
Cleaning and re-importing of business data created during the crisis
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How to avoid becoming a target?
BENCHMARK

65%
of attacks are
opportunistic

Being above average in cybersecurity allows to strongly limit
its attractiveness to cybercriminals

Protect the most critical assets by adopting good security practices
(security patches, rights management, administrator management, etc.)
Improve the effectiveness of attack detection with a specialised service
(24/7 surveillance, detection perimeter adapted to the threat...)

TOP 5 actions to prepare
in order to face an attack

Know how to manage a major crisis (24/7 team, specific means of
communication...) and rebuild in an emergency (procedures, specific
equipment...)

Train through crisis exercises (repeat efforts in different situations to
promote the development of reflexes)

Subscribe to cyber-insurance and a contract with a specialized team
(surround yourself with experts who can speed up the resolution of the incident)
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Introduction to Business Continuity

BUSINESS CONTINUITY

Principles and key issues of Business Continuity
Business continuity is the process that ensures the maintenance of an organisation’s vital
activities in case of a serious disaster and therefore its resilience

BCP
IT

The Disaster Recovery Plan (DRP)
focuses on the availability of data and
technology resources in case of a disaster

DRP

CP

Business

The CP (Contingency Plan) focuses on the
ability of business lines to continue critical
operations in case of a disaster

NB : The acronyms may change depending the organization or within one organization
© WAVESTONE
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BUSINESS CONTINUITY

Principles and key issues of Business Continuity
End of the
crisis

Disaster

Crisis Management due to the disaster

Emergency and staff management
« Logisitical emergency »
Securing goods and persons

Business Continuity
Activation & use of the continuity means for
IT and business activities
Securing of the organisation’s operations
Continuation or recovery of the “vital” activities

Business activities run on a
degraded mode

Continuation of the Information System rebuilding
Activities on a degraded or alternative mode

Back to normal

Progressive recovery of all the
activities
Catching-up actions
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BUSINESS CONTINUITY

Steps for the development of a Business Continuity Plan
P
1

Initialization
Risk analysis
Business Impact Analysis (BIA)

/
/

Strategy and Governance
/
/

3
IT center
Unavailability
Critical suppliers
Unavailability
Building
Unavailability

Staff
Unavailability

State of the art/benchmark
Scenario assessment

Design

4
IT Organisation & Crisis Management
Infrastructures
Recovery Procedures

IT Backup
Plan

Organisation & Crisis Management
Preventive measures
Degraded procedures

Business
Backup
Plan

5

Implementation
Datacenter
and backup
solutions

Backup site
Organisation

Projets Management

2

First tests
/
/

IT system switch exercices
Backup and crisis management
exercices
© WAVESTONE
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BUSINESS CONTINUITY

Threat identification example
Context
/

Bank

/

Headquarter next to “Gare de Lyon” (building of 10 floors)

/

1000 collaborators in HQ

/

Many agencies in Paris for customer relation and
withdraw machine

/

IT located in basement of HQ next to electrical
furniture

/

Classical bank activities

?

Legend

What threats?

▪

Agencies

▪

Headquarter
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BUSINESS CONTINUITY

The components of a Business Continuity Plan
/ Backup site
/ Alternative sites
/ Remote access

/ Contractual obligations of
vital service providers

Suppliers
Service Providers

Sites

/ Mobilised staff
/ Replacement of staff
/ Transport of staff

Organisation
Staff

Business

Key activities
/ Anticipatory and
circomvention measures
for vital activities

IT
Telecoms

Working tools

IT Continuity Plan
/ Backup systems
/ Procedures
/ Organisation
/ Human Resources

Material Resources
/ Workstation / Applications
/ Communication means
/ Specific equipments
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BUSINESS CONTINUITY

Example of an arbitration: The backup site’s geographic position

Local

Regional
Régional
(10-100 km)
(10-100
km)

National
National
(>100
(>
100 km)
km)

Coverage of local failures
Doubling of equipment (facilities) in the same
room

Coverage of local disasters
2 datacenters in 2 rooms / different buildings,
independent from each other (electricity supply,
air-conditioning, firewalls, IT infrastructures …)

Coverage of major site disasters
2 datacenters in 2 different sites, distant by more
than 10 km

Coverage of major regional disasters,
extreme chocks
2 datacenters in 2 different sites, distant by more
than 100 km

Légende
No major technical constraint
High-availability and no possible synchronous replication
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BUSINESS CONTINUITY

FOCUS > What governance to drive and improve the BCP?
Business Continuity governance relies on:

An implicated team
Goals:


Draw up and update the BCP



Express it throughout all the entities



Advise and alert the Business Continuity
actors

Governance bodies

Decision-making body
Goals:
 Make the necessary financial means
available, arbitrate the decisions, validate
the work of the team and the solution
choices

Actors:





The Head of Business Continuity
The Business Continuity Correspondents
in all the business lines and support functions:
The Business and Support experts

Reporting means

Responsibilities:
Reporting is produced by the Head of BC using
the consolidations of all the dashboards produced
by its team

Nature:
Those dashboard report the BCP progress thanks
to two types of indicators :

A body devoted to maintenance in
operational conditions
Goals:
 Analyze the business evolutions
 Decide, plan et budget the BCP
evolutions
 Coordinate their implementation
 Conduct the tests.

Steering operational
indicators
(exemple)

Risk coverage strategic
indicators
(exemple)

Pilotage
Steering
Doc

Pandemic
Pandémie
BIA

Seine
Crue de
flood
Seine

PCO

Plan
Action
d'actions
plan

MCO
Tests

PSEE

PCI
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Introduction to Cyber Crisis Management

INTRODUCTION TO CYBER CRISIS MANAGEMENT

What is a crisis?

“A crisis is an unstable or crucial time or state of affairs in which a decisive
change is impending”
Merriam-Webster dictionary

A crisis is …
▪

A sudden situation, often brutal and unexpected

▪

With very serious consequences for the company

▪

And for which usual mechanisms and reactions are unsuitable

With various origins

Natural

Environmental

Human

Technological

floods, storm,
extreme cold,
epidemic…

fires, explosions on
risky sites…

Process failure, human
error, hostility, terrorist
attack…

IT system failure,
hardware failure,
malware, cyber-attack…
© WAVESTONE
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INTRODUCTION TO CYBER CRISIS MANAGEMENT

A rapidly growing cybercrime with new trends
Increasing number of targets
• Digital transformation of companies

Accessible expertise

• Broad spread of technologies to the
public

• Skills widely available
• Black Market of Attack Tools

Low risks
• Anonymization / absence of
trails
• Complex legal response
• Kind of impunity

Important Profits
• Credit card data: $3 to $150 / card
• Personal data : $0,3 to $250 / person
• Business fraud: thousands of $

01/2018: Coincheck (Jpn) lost $500M

© WAVESTONE
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INTRODUCTION TO CYBER CRISIS MANAGEMENT

Why can managing a cyber crisis be tricky?

You need to take
important decisions
without having
complete and reliable
information

The crisis may spread
worldwide. You need to
contain it without
immediately knowing how
to, and how it escalated.
Meanwhile, your IT may
be down

Uncertainty

Intelligence

Spread

Duration

You are facing an intelligent
adversary who can quickly
adapt to your organization’s
reactions and decisions

The attack may have been
meticulously prepared since
months ago. You will need a
long time to investigate and
may still feel its impact in
the future

© WAVESTONE
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INTRODUCTION TO CYBER CRISIS MANAGEMENT

Key cyber crisis management components

-

Decision-making process
Crisis committee organization
Communication strategy
(media, partners, clients,
authorities…)

-

People & Governance

Activation processes
Recovery processes
Reaction processes

Processes
Tools and technology
-

Crisis management tools
Communication tools
IT solutions
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INTRODUCTION TO CYBER CRISIS MANAGEMENT

Cyber crisis management teams organization
CRISIS DIRECTOR

ADMINISTRATION

COMMUNICATION

Makes decisions and
coordinates the efforts
needed to resolve the
crisis

Provides administrative
management & action
plan monitoring and
ensures that the crisis
cells’ equipment is
operating properly

Recommends and
implements a
communication strategy

DECISIONAL CELL

Makes strategic decisions

OPERATIONAL CELL
Carry out the action plan
and prioritizes decisions

HUMAN RESSOURCES

LEGAL

Recommends and implements an HR
strategy

Analyzes the legal impact, advises on legal
decisions and takes necessary actions

TECHNICAL EXPERTS
Provide their technical expertise and ensure the interface with IT Teams. They lead the
investigation and carry out remediation actions

© WAVESTONE
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Cyber Crisis Management Exercise

CYBER CRISIS MANAGEMENT EXERCISE

Briefing

A four-phase exercise

1

2

3

Alert

Investigation

Communication

4
Crisis Exit

Rules of the game:
Give your opinion !

© WAVESTONE
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CYBER CRISIS MANAGEMENT EXERCISE

What does each phase look like?

An event takes place

Together, we look
at your ideas

Event

Reaction
Evaluation

Best practices

You think about
how to react

We share some best
practices to help
you progress
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CYBER CRISIS MANAGEMENT EXERCISE

A Cyber attack just took place!

© WAVESTONE
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CYBER CRISIS MANAGEMENT EXERCISE

Phase 1 : Alert

© WAVESTONE
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CYBER CRISIS MANAGEMENT EXERCISE

Alert and crisis unit mobilization
A cryptolocker has been installed on two of the workstations in this bank.

The files on this computer have been encrypted.
Encryption was produced using a unique public key RSA-2048 generated for
this computer. To decrypt the files, you need to obtain the private key.

The single copy of the private key, which will allow you to decrypt the files, is
located on a secret server on the Internet; the server will destroy the key after
one hour. After that, nobody will ever be able to restore the files.
To obtain the private key for this computer, which will automatically decrypt the
files, you need to pay 0.07 bitcoins.
0.07 bitcoins.
In addition to encrypting your files, we extracted your personal data from this
computer. If you do not pay, we will sell your personal data on the Darkweb.

October 15th 2019
10:00 AM

Any attempt to remove or damage this software will lead to the immediate
destruction of the private key and publication of the personal data on the
Darkweb.

01 : 00 : 00

© WAVESTONE
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CYBER CRISIS MANAGEMENT EXERCISE

Phase 1 : Alert
What’s your top 5 actions to take

© WAVESTONE
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CYBER CRISIS MANAGEMENT EXERCISE

Alert: Top 5 actions to take
Mobilize the technical
team
Use the company tool to mobilize the
team and investigate the breach.
Mobilize the CIO.

Don’t shut down the
workstation
Don’t shut down the workstation in
order to keep all traces. However,
disconnect the workstation from the
network

Qualify and report the
incident
Fill in the incident report template.
Analyze data, collect traces and
understand what is happening.
Define the incident severity
according to the security incident
management policy. See who needs
to be notified

Launch a watch
Keep an eye on the social media as
well as on the Darkweb

Understand why you are
attacked
Find out the attacker’s motivations
as soon as possible. This will help
you efficiently manage the incident

© WAVESTONE
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CYBER CRISIS MANAGEMENT EXERCISE

Phase 2 : Investigation

© WAVESTONE
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CYBER CRISIS MANAGEMENT EXERCISE

The Crisis Escalates

”

We did not pay the ransom and the
cryptolocker spread to 10 more posts.
Our website is down.

”
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CYBER CRISIS MANAGEMENT EXERCISE

Investigations results

”

Since we did not pay the ransom, the attacker published the
personal data on the Darkweb.
After technical and business investigations, it is confirmed that
the data indeed belong to the bank.
Leaked data
Approximately 100 000 client data have
leaked

”

Stolen data:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Last Name
First name
Password
Home phone number
Mobile phone number
Postal Address
E-mail address

© WAVESTONE
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CYBER CRISIS MANAGEMENT EXERCISE

Phase 2 : Investigation
What’s your top 5 actions to take
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CYBER CRISIS MANAGEMENT EXERCISE

Investigation: Top 5 actions to take
Operational cell
Launch the decisional cell
Mobilize the decisional cell via a tool

Ask CERT-W for help

Decisional cell
Manage your team
Clearly distribute roles and avoid oversolicitation of some of the team
members

Formalize a strategy

An expert security operations centre

Write and follow an action plan
together with the operational cell.
Prioritize your actions.

Circumscribe the attack

Notify the authorities

Disconnect the infected machines

Preserve the proof

Preserve the proof in order to be able
to write the postmortem later

Prepare a remediation
strategy

What data can you not access? How
will you get back to normal? Limit the
damages, knowing you cannot save
everything

You may be legally obliged to notify
the authorities

Notify the victims
You may be legally obliged to notify
the victims

Reassure your
collaborators

Reassure your collaborators and brief
them on external communication
© WAVESTONE
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CYBER CRISIS MANAGEMENT EXERCISE

Phase 3 : Communication

confidentiel

|©©WAVESTONE
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CYBER CRISIS MANAGEMENT EXERCISE

First reactions on social networks

the

@bank

@bank

@bank
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CYBER CRISIS MANAGEMENT EXERCISE

First reactions in the media

the bank
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CYBER CRISIS MANAGEMENT EXERCISE

”

Phase 3 : Communication

Bloomberg is asking you to comment on the crisis
that has affected the bank. The press conference
starts in 5 minutes.

•
•
•

What is your strategy?
What information do you reveal?
What language do you use?

”
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CYBER CRISIS MANAGEMENT EXERCISE

Communication: Top 5 things to remember
Consult the
communications
department
Together, define a clear communication
strategy that evolves with new elements
and is shared with the whole crisis cell.

Identify a unique
spokesperson
Give the person all the necessary
elements and let her speak
pedagogically without the technical
jargon

Adapt your
communication to the
stakeholders
Make a distinction between internal,
external and institutional
stakeholders

Be a credible source
Share pertinent, credible, verified
and new information

Differentiate between
real-time and post-crisis
communication
You need to go into different levels
of detail depending on the crisis
phase (see below)
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CYBER CRISIS MANAGEMENT EXERCISE

Language elements for real-time communication
You need to issue a first wave of communication while you are in the middle of the crisis.

Remain factual. Do not give
precise information concerning
the incident
Reassure by saying you are
taking charge of the incident.
Describe your actions
(investigate / remedy ...)
Add that you will be back with
more information for more
transparency

Do not take responsibility: you
are also a victim

Tuesday, October 1st 2019
A major incident in our information system
currently makes it difficult to access the bank
website.

Our teams are currently mobilized to remedy
this technical incident that does not disturb our
banking services in any way.
We will make sure to keep you informed of the
evolution of the situation, and we apologize for
any inconvenience.
Thank you for your understanding,
The Bank management
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CYBER CRISIS MANAGEMENT EXERCISE

Language elements for post-crisis communication
The second wave of communication arrives when you know more about what happened and
what you will do next.

Share the nature of the
incident
Highlight that you have taken
actions to remedy the violation
or to mitigate its consequences
Remind your clients what are
the likely consequences for
them
Include the contact details of
your data protection officer

Wednesday, October 2nd 2019
We have recently been the victim of a massive and
coordinated hacking action resulting in the disclosure of
personal information of some of our clients.
Actions have been taken to remedy the situation and
minimize the impact of this event. The incident is over and
the bank website is accessible again.
For more precaution and to avoid any risk of usurpation of
your identity, we invite you nevertheless to change the
password of your customer account as well as for any
other site where the same password would be used.

For more information, you may contact John Smith, Data
Protection Officer, at the following address:
jsmith@thebank.com
Thank you for your understanding,

The Bank management
© WAVESTONE
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CYBER CRISIS MANAGEMENT EXERCISE

”

Phase 4 : Crisis Exit
The crisis is over thanks to your intervention.
What happens now?

”

confidentiel

|©©WAVESTONE
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CYBER CRISIS MANAGEMENT EXERCISE

Crisis Exit: Top actions to take
Operational cell
Restore and
secure your IS
Implement your
remediation plan and fix
the issues in your IS
security environment

IS Audit
Realize an IS audit to
check that everything is
working as it should

Optimize your
incident
management skills

Decisional cell
Optimize your crisis
management skills

Focus on your weak points
to improve your crisis
management process

Organize cyber
crisis exercises
Improve your crisis
management skills by
organizing regular cyber
crisis exercises

Both
Get feedback

Listen to your teams’
feedback and take into
account their remarks

Write a crisis report
Formally sum up how the
attack unfolded and why,
and what decisions you
made at each point to
contain it. Provide preventive
recommendations

Focus on your weak points
to improve your incident
management process

© WAVESTONE
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CONCLUSION

Best Practices
ALERT

INVESTIGATION

COMMUNICATION

CRISIS EXIT

Qualify the incident
and mobilize the right
actors.

Contain the threat and
limit the impact of the
crisis.

Communicate
effectively and
strategically.

Learn your lesson.

• Address the threat.
Define the most
suitable technical
remediation strategy.

• Coordinate with the
communications
department.
Nobody should undertake
any external
communication without
getting clear instructions
from the communications
department first

• Understand what
happened and why.
Highlight your weak
points.

• Remove the doubts.
All we have is threats
and rumours.
Therefore, it is
important to take the
time to investigate and
not to give in to the
pressure. Call for help:
contact the CERT-W.
• Anticipate.
However, if the threat is
real, you must be
prepared to face the
consequences and to
anticipate the impact of
the actions you take.

• Control the impacts.
Limit the impacts of the
leak and optimize your
crisis management
strategy.

• Keep it short.
• Don’t give an
unnecessary amount of
detail. In any case, you
may not necessarily
have a clear idea of the
situation yourself.

• Define a post-crisis
action plan.
Learn from the crisis and
take the necessary
measures to reduce the
risks in the future.
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CONCLUSION

Conduct regular crisis management exercises: towards continuous improvement of the
system

Follow the
evolution of the
operating modes
by organizing
regular exercises
with different
scenarios

Varying actors to
train as many
people as possible
in the crisis unit
roles

Follow business
evolution by taking
into consideration
new business
challenges in the
scenarios of the
exercises

Adapt to new
organizations, new
tools and
processes

Taking into
account new
regulatory
constraints at both
France and Europe
levels
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FOCUS on

Cyber Resilience
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How to maximize your ability to
work under attack?
1

WORK ON

A “NO

IT SCENARIO”

/ Define a clear delay of interruption…

80%

of your central IT is lost for
at least 3

weeks

/ Focus on your top 5 critical functions / business chains

/ Be innovative with your business

© WAVESTONE
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FIELD FEEDBACKS: BE CREATIVE!

INDUSTRY

RETAIL

FINANCE

CONSULTING

ALL

Use last year’s
orders

Have a battle box
ready-to use

Use of counterparts
and central banks

Work at your
clients’ site

… or even
shutdown
the activities
properly
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How to maximize your ability to
work under attack?
1

WORK ON

A “NO

IT SCENARIO”

2

UPGRADE CRISIS MANAGEMENT
/ Cyberattacks are mostly global crisis
Most companies are prepared for a single site/area crisis

/ Do not focus on “who and how” but on “how to restart working”
Crisis governance should be business oriented, not cyber

/ Plan for a complex and exhausting crisis

© WAVESTONE
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How to maximize your ability to
work under attack?
1

WORK ON

A “NO

IT SCENARIO”

2

RETHINK CRISIS MANAGEMENT

3

PLAN FOR

EMERGENCY

IT SOLUTIONS

/ Maximize employees ability to work
Cloud bypass, home working…

/ Keep working in a compromised environment
Red button: network isolation and/or break propagation means
(Netbios, WMI…)

/ Plan for the worst: ad-hoc surveillance
Destruction as a second step, attack resurgence…
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How to improve your recovery
performance?
BE A FAST

REBUILDER

/ Fast but safe: use threat intelligence to choose between rebuild
and/or restore
/ Usually rebuild the infrastructure
/ Usually restore the applications
/ Speed-up user environments rebuilding
Rely on your employees (self rebuilding)
Use virtualization and/or fast remastering
Pre-order spare hardware
© WAVESTONE
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